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We investigated the neural systems underlying conflict detection and errormonitoring during rapid online error
correction/monitoring mechanisms. We combined data from four separate cognitive tasks and 64 subjects in
which EEG and EMG (muscle activity from the thumb used to respond) were recorded. In typical neuroscience
experiments, behavioral responses are classified as “error” or “correct”; however, closer inspection of our data re-
vealed that correct responseswere often accompanied by “partial errors” — amuscle twitch of the incorrect hand
(“mixed correct trials,” ~13% of the trials).We found that thesemuscle twitches dissociated conflicts from errors
in time-frequency domain analyses of EEG data. In particular, both mixed-correct trials and full error trials were
associated with enhanced theta-band power (4–9 Hz) compared to correct trials. However, full errors were
additionally associatedwith power and frontal–parietal synchrony in the delta band. Single-trial robust multiple
regression analyses revealed a significantmodulation of theta power as a function of partial error correction time,
thus linking trial-to-trial fluctuations in power to conflict. Furthermore, single-trial correlation analyses revealed
a qualitative dissociation between conflict and error processing, such that mixed correct trials were associated
with positive theta-RT correlations whereas full error trials were associated with negative delta-RT correlations.
These findings shed new light on the local and global network mechanisms of conflict monitoring and error de-
tection, and their relationship to online action adjustment.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Several cognitive control processes, including response conflict
monitoring and error processing, rely on brain structures within the
medial prefrontal cortex (Nachev, 2006; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004b;
van Veen and Carter, 2006). Response conflict arises when multiple
response options are activated and only one must be selected, whereas
error processing occurswhen an incorrect response ismade. Some have
argued that conflict and errors are processed by the same neural system
(vanVeen and Carter, 2006; Yeung et al., 2004), on the basis of cognitive
models and similar topographical distributions of EEG during conflict
and error trials, and spatially overlapping patterns of activation in
fMRI studies (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004a). Others have argued that errors
and conflicts are processed by different neural systems (Falkenstein
et al., 2000; Swick and Turken, 2002) and may recruit somewhat disso-
ciable spatial regions within the medial frontal cortex (Mathalon et al.,
2003; Nee et al., 2011; Ullsperger and von Cramon, 2001).
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Whether errors and conflict lead to the same neurocognitive process
can be difficult to test empirically, because errors often occur when
conflict is already present. Conflict, on the other hand, should be easier
to isolate from errors. Typically, conflict effects are examined by com-
paring trials in which conflict is induced by the experiment with trials
in which conflict is not induced by the experiment. This occurs, for ex-
ample, in the Stroop task, when the word RED is printed in blue ink. A
valid interpretation of condition differences relies on the assumption
that subjects experienced response conflict in one condition and not
in the other. Although there are clear behavioral condition differences
that support this assumption–reaction times (RTs) are generally longer
and error rates higher in conflict conditions–there is also thought to be
conflict during conditions that supposedly contain no conflict (Coles
et al., 2001), and there are fluctuations in cognitive control that affect
how much conflict is experienced on each trial, depending on previous
trial and other contextual events (Egner, 2007; Gratton et al., 1988).
Thus, amore ideal way to test for conflict would be tomeasure it directly.
One approach is to perform trial-to-trial brain-behavior analyses,wherein
trial-varying brain activity is correlated with trial-varying RTs. However,
RTs can vary across trials for a number of reasons unrelated to conflict, in-
cluding general attention and other non-specific cognitive factors (Carp
et al., 2011; Esterman et al., 2012; Weissman et al., 2006). Comparing
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brain activity-RT correlations between conditions helpsminimize some of
the general contributors to RT variance (Cohen and Cavanagh, 2011), but
still, RT does not directly measure response conflict.

Here we sought to measure conflict more directly, and dissociate it
from full errors, by recording subthreshold muscle twitches (measured
via electromyography; EMG) from the thumbs that subjects used to
indicate responses. The idea is that if the subject twitches the muscle
of the incorrect hand but then pressed the correct button, then both re-
sponses were partially activated, but only one was fully engaged (Coles
et al., 1995). This arguably provides a more accurate measure of endog-
enous conflict compared to averaging all trials inwhich the experiment-
er hopes that the subject experienced conflict. Furthermore, the EMG
data provide a single-trial estimate of the amount of conflict experi-
enced, asmeasured either by the time lag between theonset of themus-
cle twitch of the incorrect response and the onset of the muscle used to
press the correct button (hereafter: correction time), or by the strength
of the EMG response.

Subthreshold muscle twitches during correct trials are termed
“partial errors” (Allain et al., 2009; Gratton et al., 1988). We here call
the correct trials inwhich partial errors occur “mixed correct” (MC) trials,
and contrast them with “pure correct” (PC) trials, in which only the
thumb corresponding to the correct response was activated, and with
“full error” (FE) trials, in which only the thumb corresponding to the
incorrect response was activated. Without measuring EMG activity, sub-
thresholdmuscle twitches go undetected, and partial errors are classified
as correct responses. Surprisingly few investigations have studied partial
errors, although they are known to be slow (Coles et al., 1995; Szucs et al.,
2009), elicit post-trial slowing (Allain et al., 2009), and elicit some elec-
trophysiological activity associated with error processing (Burle et al.,
2008; Carbonnell and Falkenstein, 2006; Endrass et al., 2008; Masaki
et al., 2012). Partial errors have also been used to probe memory
(Seymour and Schumacher, 2009).

EEG studies of brain circuits that support conflict and error processing
typically focus on the error-related-negativity (ERN) or the stimulus-
locked N2 (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2003; Yeung et al., 2004) or on a
conflict-modulation of the correct-trial-related ERN (called the CRN).
Others have highlighted that activity in a broad theta-band range
(~2–8 Hz), maximal over midfrontal scalp sites (typically maximal at
electrode FCz), increases with conflict and errors, correlates with RT,
and predicts post-error adjustments (Cavanagh et al., 2009; Cohen,
2011b; Cohen and Cavanagh, 2011; Hanslmayr et al., 2008; Nigbur
et al., 2011; Trujillo and Allen, 2007; Yordanova et al., 2004). In fact,
although the error-related activity is often labeled as theta-band, visual
inspection of time-frequency plots often suggests that the error-related
activity extends lower, into the delta band (Yordanova et al., 2004). This
might simply reflect frequency smoothing resulting from time-
frequency decomposition (Cohen, 2014), or it could reflect the errors
actually being processed by neural networks that operate in the delta
band (Yordanova et al., 2004). This is an important distinction because
different but temporally overlapping cognitive processes might be
dissociable in frequency bands (Cohen, 2011b). In other words, a
frequency-band dissociation between conflicts and errorswould provide
evidence in favor of distinct neurocognitive processes for conflict pro-
cessing versus error processing. A time-frequency approach to EEG
data is particularlywell suited formaking this distinction, because differ-
ent neurocognitive processes that occur in the same brain region could
produce distinct patterns of temporal-frequency dynamics, while pro-
ducing the same or similar BOLD response and ERP (Cohen, 2011a). In-
deed, it appears that much of the time-frequency power related to
conflict and error processing is non-phase-locked (Nigbur et al., 2011),
and is only weakly correlated with ERP indices of conflicts and errors
(Cavanagh et al., 2012; Cohen and Donner, in press; Trujillo and Allen,
2007).

Thus, the purpose of this paper was to examine EEG oscillatory
dynamics related to mixed correct trials (indexing conflict without
errors) and full error trials (indexing a combination of errors and
conflict). We pooled data from four different experiments, including 64
subjects. The same analyses were applied to all datasets in order to high-
light commonalities in conflict and error processing across a range of cog-
nitive control and perception tasks (Riesel et al., 2013). Our analyses focus
on features of time-frequency dynamics that have been observed in pre-
vious conflict and error studies, including frequency band-specific power,
phase synchronization (a measure of frequency-resolved functional
connectivity), and trial-to-trial correlations between EEG dynamics and
behavior dynamics.

Methods

Subjects

Seventy-eight subjects from theUniversity of Amsterdam community
participated in these studies in exchange for course credit or 14
Euros. Each study was approved by the local ethics committee and
subjects signed an informed consent document. Subjects had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision and were self-reported free of neuro-
logical disorders and history of physical head trauma.

EEG data collection

EEG/EMG acquisition and analysis procedures was the same across
all four studies. EEG data were acquired using at least 512 Hz from 64
channels placed according to the international 10–20 system, and from
both earlobes. Electromyographic (EMG) recordings were taken from
the flexor pollicis brevis muscle of each thumb using a pair of surface
electrodes, placed on a subject-by-subject basis approximately 5 mm
apart on the thenar eminence. Offline, EEG data were high-pass filtered
at 0.5 Hz and epoched from −1.5 to +2 s surrounding stimulus onset
of each trial. All trials were visually inspected and those containing facial
EMG or other artifacts not related to blinks were manually removed. In-
dependent components analysis was computed using eeglab software
(Delorme and Makeig, 2004), and components containing blink/oculo-
motor artifacts or other artifacts that could be clearly distinguished
from brain-driven EEG signals were subtracted from the data. All data
were scalp Laplacian transformed prior to analyses (Kayser and Tenke,
2006). Scalp Laplacian is a band-pass spatial filter (effectively a high-
pass spatial filter for 64 electrodes) that minimizes volume conduction
by removing spatially broad and therefore likely volume conducted activ-
ities. This approach has been validated for investigating inter-electrode
synchronization (Srinivasan et al., 2007;Winter et al., 2007), and is an ap-
propriatemethod for examining synchronization dynamics of large-scale
cortical networks during error/conflict monitoring (Cohen, 2011b;
Nigbur et al., 2011; van de Vijver et al., 2011). The units of the data
after this transform are μV/cm2, although time-frequency power data
here were converted to decibel (see below).

Tasks

Data from four taskswere pooled together. In Task 1 (Cohen and van
Gaal, 2013), subjects performed a visual discrimination task in which
they had to report whether a briefly presented target stimulus was a
square or a diamond by pressing a left or right response button
(counterbalanced across subjects). The target (17 ms) was followed
by a metacontrast mask (200 ms, 67 ms after target offset). Auditory
performance feedback was given at button press. Tones were pre-
sented on both correct and error trials, and the mapping of tone
pitch to correct/error was counter-balanced across subjects. The inter-
trial-interval was fixed at 1017 ms. In Task 2 (Vissers et al., 2013), sub-
jects performed a color-motion variant of a Simon task, in which a dot
kinetogram with low-coherence moving blue or green dots was pre-
sented. Subjects responded to motion direction or dot color in blocks
of trials, signaled by instructions. Conflict arises when, for example,
blue dots that require a right-hand response are moving leftward.
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Stimuli were onscreen until button press, and a 1000 ms inter-trial
interval separated trials. In Task 3 (Cohen and Ridderinkhof, 2013), sub-
jects performed a color-location Simon task, in which they responded
according to the color of a circle (e.g., red circles require a left-hand re-
sponse)while ignoring the location (left or right offixation). Four colors
were used to counter-balance conflict and stimulus repetition effects.
Circles were onscreen for 34 ms, and a variable inter-trial-interval be-
tween 700 and 1200 ms separated trials. In Task 4 (Cohen, 2011a,
2011b), subjects performed an auditory/visual Simon task, in which a
tone was presented to the left or the right ear, and a square was simul-
taneously presented on the left or right side of fixation. In different
blocks, indicated by instruction cues, subjects responded to the tone
or visual stimulus location while ignoring the other stimulus modality.
Stimuli were onscreen/in ear for 50 ms, and a 1000–1500 ms inter-
trial-interval separated trials. Non-overlapping results from Task 1
(Cohen and van Gaal, 2013), 2, 3 (Cohen and Ridderinkhof, 2013), and
4 (Cohen, 2011b) have been published elsewhere; additional methodo-
logical details can be found in these papers. No results presented here
have been or will be presented in other publications.

Identification of partial errors

Identification of partial errors was done via an algorithm and con-
firmed by visual inspection for random subsets of trials and subjects
(see Fig. 1A). The derivative of the EMG signal from each hand was first
Z-transformed (across the entire trial period) and rectified. This allowed
us to eliminate hand- and subject-specific differences in impedance and
signal amplitude, and base partial error identification on time-varying
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changes in EMG variance. A partial error was marked when the
Z-normalized derivative of the EMGon the hand not used tomake the re-
sponse exceeded two standard deviations in the time between stimulus
onset and the actual button press. The peak of the partial error must
also have been more than two times the largest peak from −300 ms to
stimulus onset; this eliminated trials in which noisy EMG produced ap-
parent partial errors. EMG onset was then defined as the first time
point in which the Z-normalized EMG derivative exceeded a Z-value of
2. Visual inspection of random subsets of trials and subjects confirmed
the accuracy of the algorithm. In our experience and for our data collec-
tion setup, this is a fairly stringent set of criteria. Thus, theremay be addi-
tional partial errors that went undetected because they have small
amplitude or noisy baseline EMG activity. However, these very small par-
tial error are thus included as pure correct trials; thus if anything, a con-
servative threshold increases the probability of Type II and not Type I
errors (see the Limitations section in the Discussion for more on this
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that change over time, conditions, or subjects. Furthermore, for the very
small partial errors that might be missed by the algorithm, it is not
clear that a humanwould be able to reliably identify such very small par-
tial errors from noise.
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trials were identified and removed from analyses. Any trials with no
button presses, with more than one button press, that followed full
errors or partial errors, or with responses faster than 200 ms were re-
moved. Of the 78 subjects across all four studies, 14 had fewer than 25
partial errors or had EMG data that were too noisy to confidently iden-
tify partial errors, and were not included in group-level analyses. Thus,
the present paper includes analyses from 64 subjects.

For the EEG analyses, the same number of RT-matched trials (based
on button press times) for all conditions was selected. This was done to
eliminate the possibility that our results were due to differences in
average RT or time-on-task across conditions (Carp et al., 2011), and
to help equalize signal-to-noise ratio across conditions. On the one
hand, this involves potentially selecting from slightly different regions
of the RT distribution in different conditions. On the other hand, differ-
ences in trial count may lead to differences in signal-to-noise ratio
across conditions, which can produce spurious condition differences,
particularly for phase-based analyses (Cohen, 2014). Furthermore,
large condition differences in average RT may also be a confound that
prevents interpretation of condition differences. Selecting trials to
trial- and RT-match conditions minimizes these two confounds. After
removing these trials, on average, 18.5% of total task trials (standard
error 1.35%) were retained for each subject for EEG analyses (this in-
cludes partial errors, pure corrects, and full errors). Although this may
seem like a low number, it includes both trial rejection and trial selec-
tion based on the number of mixed correct trials.

EEG time-frequency decomposition

All analyses were performed in Matlab. Single-trial data were first
decomposed into their time-frequency representation by fast convo-
lution, which involves multiplying the power spectrum of the EEG
(obtained from the fast-Fourier-transform) by the power spectrum of

complex Morlet wavelets (ei2πtf e−t2= 2σ2ð Þ, where t is time, f is frequency,
which increased from 1 to 80 Hz in 40 logarithmically spaced steps, and
σ defines thewidth of each frequency band, set according to n/(2πf), and
n increases logarithmically from 4 to 12 as a function of frequency bin),
and then taking the inverse fast-Fourier-transform. From the resulting
complex signal, an estimate of frequency-band-specific power at each
timepointwas defined as the squaredmagnitude of the result of the con-
volution Z (real[z(t)]2 + imag[z(t)]2), and an estimate of frequency-
band-specific phase at each time pointwas taken as the angle of the con-
volution result. Power was normalized using a decibel (dB) transform
(dB power = 10*log10[power/baseline]), where the baseline activity
was taken as the power at each frequency band, averaged across condi-
tions, from−300 to−100 mspre-stimulus. Conversion to a dB scale en-
sures that data across all frequencies, time points, electrodes, conditions,
and subjects are in the same scale and thus visually and statistically
comparable.

Inter-site phase clustering

Frequency band-specific phase synchronization is a putative mea-
sure of electrophysiological functional connectivity, and was computed

according to 1
n∑

n

t¼1
ei ϕjt−ϕkt½ �

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
, where n is the number of trials, and ϕj and

ϕk are the phase angles of electrodes j and k. This is an index at each
time-frequency point of the consistency of phase angle differences be-
tween two electrodes over trials.

Single-trial robust regression analyses

A robust regressionwas computed that estimated parameters at each
time-frequency-space point (Cohen and Cavanagh, 2011) for the follow-
ing linear equation: Y = INT + b1EMG_cortime + b2EMG_ratio + E. Y
is the data vector (power values at each time-frequency point across
trials), INT is the intercept, b1–2 are regression coefficients to be estimated,
E is unexplained variance, and EMG_cortime is a trial vector of each
subject's partial error correction time (bigger numbers mean a longer
time period between partial error EMG onset and correct response EMG
onset) and EMG_ratio is a trial vector of partial error vs. correct EMG
energy ratio on each trial (bigger numbers mean a larger EMG energy
for the partial error compared to the correct response). “Energy” of the
EMG response was defined as the averaged rectified signal from
onset to offset. (Note that because power values were not baseline-
normalized, the intercept largely accounts for power law scaling
across frequencies and therefore is not of interest here). Robust re-
gression was used to minimize the contribution of potential outliers
via iterative reweighted least squares that minimizes the impact of out-
liers with large leverage (O'Leary, 1990). Ultimately, this procedure re-
sulted in a time X frequency X electrodes X condition matrix of b values
for each subject. Before averaging across subjects, b valueswere standard-
ized by scaling the coefficients by their standard deviations; this ensured
that the coefficients were in the same scale and thus directly comparable
across time, frequency, electrodes, and subjects. Furthermore, these
values are normally distributed under the null hypothesis, and therefore
can be subjected to parametric statistical analyses, such as t-tests.

Trial-to-trial correlations with RT

We examined brain-RT relationships by correlating the time-
frequency power estimates over trials with the RTs over trials. This pro-
duces a time-frequency map of correlation coefficients for each subject.
Correlation coefficients at each time-frequency pixel were then tested
against zero at the group level. Spearman correlations were used
because power is non-normally distributed. Correlation coefficients
were Fisher-Z transformed prior to group-level analyses. Correlations
were used instead of regression because there was only one indepen-
dent variable; the use of Spearman's correlation minimizes the impact
of potential outliers with large leverage.

EEG statistics

Statistics were performed by t-tests, and multiple comparisons
were corrected using cluster-based permutation testing (Maris and
Oostenveld, 2007; Nichols and Holmes, 2002), in which the assign-
ment of condition to each data point was randomly shuffled, and statis-
tics were re-computed. After thresholding each permutation map
(p b 0.05), the number of pixels in the largest supra-threshold cluster
was stored. This was repeated 1000 times, generating a distribution of
maximum cluster sizes under the null hypothesis. Any clusters in the
real data that were at least as large as the 95% of the distribution of
null hypothesis cluster sizes were considered statistically significant.

Results

Behavioral results

On average, 13.4% (SD = 6.3%) of correct trials contained a partial
error (Fig. 1A). However, this proportion varied considerably across
subjects (Fig. 1B1). Across the 64 subjects, the number of mixed trials
and full error trials were not significantly correlated (Spearman's
rho = −0.096, p = 0.45). Distribution analyses show that the propor-
tion of mixed correct trials increased with RT (Fig. 1B2) (Burle et al.,
2002). When considering mean RT from each condition, mixed correct
trials are slow, as others have reported (Allain et al., 2009; Coles et al.,
1995; Szucs et al., 2009) (main effect of condition in repeated-
measures ANOVA; F1,62 = 51.74, p b 0.001), and follow-up t-tests com-
paring condition pairs were significant (all p's b 0.05) (Fig. 1C). EMG
onset times (relative to stimulus onset) showed that the earliest re-
sponse activations were for partial errors, then pure correct trials, and
then full errors (mean EMG onsets from stimulus onset in ms: 289,
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372, and 430; one-factor repeated-measures ANOVA on condition dif-
ferences in onset time: F1,126 = 261, p b 0.001). The average correction
time was 141 ms (time difference between EMG onset of the incorrect
response and EMG onset of the correct response in mixed trials, see
Fig. S3). Fig. 1D displays the rectified time-domain EMG potentials,
time-locked to EMG onset, which shows that the pure correct trials
had the largest EMG deflection, followed by full errors and partial errors
on mixed correct trials.

Although not the focus of the present paper, we also investigated
post-error and post-mixed correct trial slowing. We observed the typical
post-error slowing effect, such that trials following full errors had longer
RTs compared to those following pure correct trials and mixed correct
trials (F1,62 = 20.66, p b 0.001; data not shown). Subjects were not sig-
nificantly slower on trials following mixed correct compared to trials
following pure correct trials (respective means: 480.9 and 473.9 ms;
t63 = 1.04, p = 0.30).

Time-frequency EEG power

In general, the EMG-onset-locked time-frequency dynamics revealed
a strong increase in midfrontal theta/delta activity and a suppression of
beta-band activity (Fig. 2A). Averaged across conditions at electrode FCz
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Trial-to-trial EEG-EMG regression

To examine more closely the relationship betweenmuscle response
dynamics and neural activity, we performed brain-behavior regression
analyses. Based on intuition and a dominantmodel of conflictmonitoring
(Yeung et al., 2004), we predicted that when there is more overlap be-
tween the partial error and the correct response, the subject experienced
more conflict, and this would be reflected in stronger frontal theta power
(thus, we predicted a negative correlation between correction time or
EMG energy ratio and theta power). In fact, the opposite result was re-
ported several years ago using binned ERPs (Burle et al., 2008), which
we discuss more in a later section. The regression model predicted, at
each time-frequency-electrode point, the extent to which EEG time-
frequency power predicted (1) the correction time, and (2) the ratio of
the signal energies of the two EMG responses (seeMethods). We includ-
ed both the correction time and the signal energy ratio because itwas not
clear a prioriwhich would be a better manifestation of conflict. Note that
because single-trial regression utilizes variance from continuous vari-
ables, it has higher sensitivity for uncovering brain-behavioral relation-
ships than discretizing and binning continuous data.

We found highly significant negative regression coefficients selec-
tively in the theta band, maximal over FCz, from the partial error EMG
onset until about 900 ms thereafter (Fig. 2C). These negative coeffi-
cients indicate that there was relatively stronger midfrontal theta
power on trials in which the partial error and correct response EMG
onsets were closer in time to each other (thus, shorter correction
times). No significant effects were observed for the EMG amplitude
ratio coefficients, indicating that midfrontal cortical electrical activity
is sensitive to the timing of initiated motor commands rather than to
the relative strength of the muscular response. Although we focus on
the mid-frontal theta effect because of a priori hypotheses, we note
that there was also a statistically significant positive effect in the beta-
band over sensory-motor electrodes (data not shown).

Trial-to-trial EEG-RT correlations

We next linked the EEG data to conflict processing by means of
within-subject cross-trial correlations with RT. Here the idea is that if
conflict-related midfrontal activity reflects neural mechanisms of
detecting and resolving conflict, then trial-to-trial fluctuations in
midfrontal activity should predict trial-to-trial fluctuations in task
performance as measured by RT. In these analyses, a positive correla-
tion at a given time-frequency point indicates that trials with longer
RTs generally have more power at that time-frequency point.

As seen in Fig. 3, no statistically significant correlationswere observed
in pure correct trials. For full error trials, we observed a pre-EMG-onset
significant positive correlation in the theta band, and a post-EMG-onset
significant negative correlation in the delta/theta band from around 0
to 600 ms. During mixed correct trials, significant positive RT-power
correlations were observed selectively in the theta band from around
200–800 ms post-EMG-onset, which is consistent with peri-response
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tistically significant at p b 0.05, corrected formultiple comparisons using cluster-based permuta
correlations reported in our previous studies (e.g., Cohen and Cavanagh,
2011).

Frontal–partial synchronization-based networks

In addition to theta power, errors have also been linked to increases in
oscillatory inter-site phase clustering (a measure of electrophysiological
functional connectivity; Lachaux et al., 1999;Womelsdorf et al., 2007) be-
tween midfrontal and lateral frontal sites (Cavanagh et al., 2009;
Hanslmayr et al., 2008). Based on previous literature and the power re-
sults, we used FCz as a “seed” electrode, and examined ISPC between
FCz and all other electrodes in the time-frequency window that was
based on the results of the power analyses (full error vs. mixed correct;
see Fig. 2B): 1.5–3 Hz and 0–800 ms. Note that data were scalp-
Laplacian transformed, which attenuates volume conduction and there-
fore renders the datamore appropriate for inter-regional synchronization
analyses (see Methods).

As in previous studies (Cavanagh et al., 2009; Cohen and Cavanagh,
2011; Nigbur et al., 2011), ISPC between FCz and a network of frontal-
parietal electrodes increased after full errors compared to pure correct
and mixed correct trials in the delta band (Fig. 4A). We then selected
the significant frontal/parietal electrodes for subsequent analyses. The
time-frequency ISPC maps in Fig. 4B confirm the significantly stronger
delta-band ISPC for full errors compared to pure correct and mixed
correct trials. In this frontal–parietal network, mixed correct trials also
exhibited stronger theta-band ISPC compared to pure correct trials,
even though the electrodes were selected based on delta-band effects
(Fig. 4B2, middle panel, and Fig. 4C, right panel). These findings demon-
strate that the delta-band network is preferentially related to error pro-
cessing, whereas the theta-band network is preferentially related to
conflict processing.

We next repeated this analysis procedure for the theta band. Again,
we selected a time-frequency window based on the power results from
MC-PC in Fig. 2B (electrode FCz, 0–400 ms, 4–9 Hz). ISPCwas enhanced
for mixed correct trials compared to pure correct trials selectively be-
tween FCz and lateral prefrontal electrodes (Fig. 4D, middle panel).
Comparing full errors to pure correct trials revealed additional ISPC dif-
ferences in posterior parietal electrodes. Time-frequency plots of ISPC in
the frontal–parietal network (Fig. 4E1) revealed stronger theta-band
ISPC formixed correct compared to bothpure correct and full error trials
(Fig. 4E2).

Event-related potentials (ERPs)

In our final set of analyses, we examined the ERPs—the time-domain
EMG onset-locked EEG potential. This was donemainly to replicate pre-
vious findings concerning the relationship between the ERP and partial
errors. As expected, we observed a typical error-related negativity
(ERN) (van Veen and Carter, 2006) and a subsequent error-related pos-
itivity (Pe) (Falkenstein et al., 1991; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2001; Overbeek
et al., 2005) following full errors (see Figs. 5A–B for ERPs, topographical
0 800 −400 0 400 800
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frequency pixel indicates the Spearman correlation coefficient (Fisher-Z transformed) be-
n the coefficients are averaged across subjects). Black contours outline regions that are sta-
tion testing. Color scaling is the same for all time-frequency plots and topographical maps.
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maps, and additional statistics; note that EEG data were scalp-Laplacian
transformed). Partial error-locked data showed a narrow and large-
amplitude ERN followedby abrief positivity that does not resemble a typ-
ical Pe (the Pe tends to be longer-lasting; Overbeek et al., 2005), but does
have similar temporal characteristics as in previously reported studies
(Burle et al., 2008; Masaki et al., 2012; Seymour and Schumacher,
2009). Although the ERN was larger after partial errors compared to full
errors, the literature as a whole does not consistently show larger or
smaller ERNs on partial errors compared to full errors (Burle et al.,
2008; Coles et al., 1985; Masaki et al., 2012; Roger et al., 2010; Vidal
et al., 2000, 2003). The condition-averaged negative ERP peak ocurred
at 90 ms, and the condition-averaged subsequent positive ERP peak oc-
curred at 218 ms.

We next performed several analyses to examine the relationship
between the ERP and conflict processing. The first analysis was similar
to thewithin-subjects regression analysis shown in Fig. 2C; the only dif-
ference was that here we used the time-domain signal (that is, the
single-trial ERP) instead of time-frequency power. Consistent with the
time-frequency results, we found a significant (p b 0.001) relationship
between correction time and ERP amplitude (peak time at 160 ms
after partial error EMG onset; note that this is 70 ms after the peak of
the ERN), and no significant relationship between EMG energy ratio.
The significant beta coefficient is positive, indicating that longer correc-
tion times are associated with larger single-trial EEG amplitude (at the
single-trial level, this could mean larger positive amplitude or less neg-
ative amplitude).

In our next set of analyses, we attempted to replicate a finding
reported byBurle et al., 2008. The ERP in our datasetwith 64 subjects re-
sembled the overall waveform characteristics of that reported in Burle
et al., 2008 (compare the timing and amplitude of the negative/positive
ERP peaks in our Fig. 5Dwith their Figs. 2 and 4). Using a similar analysis
approach as taken by Burle et al., we observed no consistent linear or
monotonic relationship between the EMG onset to button press latency
and the ERP peak timing or magnitude for the early negative peak
(the ERN) (Fig. 5D). Although there was a significant main effect of
EMG-to-RT bin (F1,189 = 5.26, p = 0.002) and a marginally significant
linear effect (F1,63 = 3.1, p = 0.083), this was not driven by a mono-
tonic linear increase in ERNmagnitude as a function of bin. For example,
a t-test between the ERNamplitudes on the first and fourth binswas not
significant (t63 = 0.62, p = 0.53) (see bar plots in Fig. 5D, left-hand
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panel). The subsequent positivity (whichwas not examined in Burle et al.,
2008) also showed a main effect of bin (F1,189 = 10.48, p b 0.001) and a
linear effect (F1,63 = 24.13, p b 0.001), although this linear effect was
also not driven by a monotonic change as a function of bin (see bar
plots in Fig. 5D, right-hand panel). Finally, we tried several alternative
ways of binning the data, such as basing the bins on the correction time
(that is, EMG to EMG time lag rather than on the EMG to button-press
time lag) (Fig. 5E), and using each subject's RT quartiles rather than
specified time lags (data not shown). In none of these approaches did
we observe a clear increase in ERN amplitude with increasing bin (the
smallest p-value for a linear effect was p = 0.105).

Discussion

Theta-band vs. delta-band dynamics for conflict vs. error processing

We found that subthreshold muscle twitches of the incorrect re-
sponse hand (partial errors) are relatively frequent during correct trials
in cognitive tasks, and that these partial errors elicited strong
midfrontal theta dynamics, even though the overt responsewas correct.
Local power dynamics as well as large-scale fronto-parietal networks
grouped by delta phase synchronization (ISPC) further dissociated full
errors from partial errors: Full errors had increased delta-band
dynamics (in terms of power, ISPC, and cross-trial correlations with
RTs) compared tomixed correct trials,whilemixed correct trials had in-
creased theta-band dynamics (in terms of ISPC and correlations with
RTs) compared to pure correct trials. These findings help clarify the
functional roles of theta- and delta-band local and large-scale dynamics
during conflict processing vs. error detection, and suggest that errors
are uniquely associated with enhanced delta-band activity (Yordanova
et al., 2004) whereas response conflict (as measured on both mixed
correct and full error trials) are associated with enhanced theta-band
activity. That both theta-band and delta-band dynamics are often co-
observed in other studies may be related to mixing between conflict
and errors: Errors generally occurwhen there is conflict, and errors them-
selves may incite conflict. Indeed, one may speculatively interpret the
middle panel of Fig. 3 to indicate that conflict is first experienced
(reflected as a positive theta-RT correlation), and then error processing
occurs (reflected as a negative delta-RT correlation).

These findings contribute to a growing literature highlighting the
relevance of frontal theta-band dynamics for cognitive control and
adapting behavior after response conflict and negative performance
feedback (Cavanagh et al., 2009; Cohen, 2011b; van de Vijver et al.,
2011). The present findings also add an important and novel piece of
the puzzle: Theta-band activity localized to medial frontal electrodes re-
flects mainly conflict, whereas delta-band activity seems to be related
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to additional error-related processing. Recent work suggests that mid-
frontal regions are a hub in a larger network (Cohen, 2011b) that utilizes
delta/theta-band synchronization to coordinate controlled processing
after conflicts and errors. The present findings add to this literature by
showing a similar dissociation between theta-band synchronization
during conflict (mixed correct and full error trials) versus delta-band
synchronization only during “pure” error processing (full error trials
only), suggesting that partial errors and full errors may recruit at least
partly distinct neural mechanisms. This is further supported by behav-
ioral measures: Across subjects, there was no significant correlation be-
tween the proportion of partial errors and full errors. Furthermore, full
errors elicited significant post-error slowing, whereas partial errors did
not, although others have shown that there is some behavioral slowing
after both partial errors and full errors (Allain et al., 2009). We did not
measure subjective awareness of partial errors; further research
would be required to determine the relationship between conscious-
ness and partial errors.

Within-subject, cross-trial analyses clarify brain-conflict relationships

The cross-trial robust regression and correlation analyses further
highlighted the link between MFC theta activity and partial error
dynamics in several ways. First, regression analyses revealed that the
closer in time the partial error was to the correct response (the correc-
tion time), the larger was the frontal theta power increase (Fig. 2C). No
effects were observed for the ratio of the partial error and correct re-
sponse EMG activities, suggesting that midfrontal theta is sensitive to
the timing of response activations, but not to the strength of the re-
sponse activations. Interestingly, the average correction time was also
in the theta band (see Figure S3).

Second, correlation analyses revealed selective theta-band correla-
tions between theta power and RT during mixed correct trials, but not
during pure correct trials. This replicates previously reported findings
that showed similar patterns of theta-RT correlations during incongru-
ent compared to congruent trials (Cohen and Cavanagh, 2011; Cohen
and Nigbur, 2013). However, this seems to contrast with a conflict
model that predicts that RT would index conflict even on correct trials
(Yeung et al., 2011). Assuming that midfrontal theta can be interpreted
as an index of response conflict (Cavanagh et al., 2009; Cohen, 2011b;
Cohen and Cavanagh, 2011; Hanslmayr et al., 2008; Trujillo and Allen,
2007), this finding indicates that long RTs on pure correct trials may
be driven by factors other than conflict per se, such as attention lapses
(van Driel et al., 2012; Weissman et al., 2006). Note that a better test of
response overlap might be the temporal overlap between the partial
error and the correct response EMG activations. However, very few trials
contained such overlap, as illustrated in Fig. 1A.

Third, the correlation analyses revealed a negative relationship be-
tween midfrontal delta power and RT during pure error trials (Fig. 3,
middle panel), which is a frequency band qualitative dissociation from
the brain-behavior relationship observed in the theta band. This finding
indicates that error trials with faster RTs contain more delta power. To
our knowledge, this has not been reported previously. Note that this
result is inconsistent with recent suggestions that increased midfrontal
activity during conflict tasks reflects only “time-on-task” (Cohen and
Nigbur, 2013; Scherbaum and Dshemuchadse, 2013).

Event-related potentials

Some of the ERP findings shown in Fig. 5 (e.g., panel A) are replica-
tions of previous findings. However, we did not replicate a relationship
between the ERN amplitude and the time lag between partial error EMG
onset and button press (Burle et al., 2008), although the waveform
shape and timing of the ERPs in our dataset was similar to that of
Burle et al. This apparent discrepancy between the ERPs and the time-
frequency responses in terms of their correlationswith trial-varying be-
havior is not surprising, considering our ongoing work demonstrating
that most of the conflict-related signal in the EEG is non-phase-
locked, and that ERP signatures of conflict (such as the ERN and N2)
are statistically poor predictors of both single-trial and trial-averaged
conflict task performance relative to the non-phase-locked theta
power (Cohen andDonner, in press). TheN2, for example, has relatively
low statistical power and therefore requires many subjects to obtain
reasonable statistical power (N100, based on the effect sizes in Cohen
and Donner, in press). Along a similar vein, a null result was previously
reported between (time-domain) ERN magnitudes according to RT
median splits (Falkenstein et al., 2000), which contrasts with our statis-
tically robust finding of a continuous relationship between RT and delta
power during error trials. Both the increase in signal-to-noise ratio that
is observed in time-frequency power compared to ERPs, and the very
large number of subjects included in the present analyses, increase sta-
tistical confidence in our results (including the null results).

The only single-trial ERP-behavior analysis that revealed a significant
effect was the brief correlation between ERP amplitude and correction
time (Fig. 5C). The peak of this correlation, and the time during which it
was significant, occurred after the peak of the ERN (90 ms vs. 160 ms;
compare the timing of Figs. 5A and 5C), suggesting that this correlation
may have a limited or unclear functional relationship with the ERN itself.
Inspection of the discretization analyses in Fig. 5E (the discretization
variable–EMG-to-EMG onset times–is the same as the correlating vari-
able in Fig. 5C) suggests that trials with longer correction times may
have slower-decaying or later-occurring potentials, rather than the
peak of the ERN being modulated.

Although one may be tempted to conceptualize the theta response as
the frequency-domain version of the ERN or N2, growing evidence sug-
gests that this is not the case. As examples: ERP and theta-band signatures
of conflict and error processing are oftenweakly or non-significantly cor-
related (Cavanagh et al., 2012), most of the conflict modulation of theta
activity is in the non-phase-locked part of the signal (Nigbur et al.,
2011), and it seems that ERP and theta-power measures of conflict are
statistically independent of each other (Cohen and Donner, in press).

Limitations

Here we pooled data across four different experiments. Different
tasks might elicit different kinds of errors (indeed, even different vari-
ants of the same task may elicit different kinds of errors; Scheffers and
Coles, 2000; van Driel et al., 2012). Thus, it is possible that the different
tasks pooled here involved somewhat different error monitoring pro-
cesses. For example, some experiments may involve more perceptual
errors whereas other experiments may involve more motor-based
errors or attention-based errors. Some recent studies show that errors
that are due to perceptual failures trigger smaller error-related neural
activity than motor errors, and reduced error awareness typically
decreases ERN amplitude (Charles et al., 2013; Cohen et al., 2009;
Pavone et al., 2009). Nonetheless, errors in many different kinds of
tasks elicit similar patterns of midfrontal theta dynamics (e.g., Cavanagh
et al., 2012), and several dominant theories of error processing and action
monitoring propose that the anterior cingulate and surrounding
medial frontal cortex houses a task-general monitoring mechanism
(Ridderinkhof et al., 2004a; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004b). Furthermore, a
recent study showed high reliability of the ERNwithin and across tasks
(Riesel et al., 2013). Indeed, Figure S2 highlights that the different tasks
had similar patterns of time-frequency power dynamics with similar
timing. However, in addition to the general mechanisms that are likely
to be similar across tasks that we focused on here, there may be addi-
tional subtle partial error dynamics that are task-dependent. Those
task-specific error/conflict dynamics were not the focus of this paper.

We used an automated algorithm to identify partial errors. Although
this may have resulted in failing to identify small or unusually shaped
partial errors, this is unlikely to have resulted in any significant bias in
the results, for the following reason. If our results were biased because
our partial error-detecting algorithm selectively missed small partial
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errors, then there should have been a significant relationship between
partial error EMG amplitude and ERN amplitude/theta power, in the
trials thatwe did identify. In fact, this analysis (Figs. 5C and 2C) revealed
no significant results, suggesting that even if we had systematically
missed small partial errors, this did not bias the results in a meaningful
way.

Implications for cognitive tasks involving correct vs. error trials

Partial errors are undetectable without EMGor force grips. Although
partial errors tended to occur in trials with slow RTs, this was not exclu-
sively the case, and partial errors occurred even in the fastest RT bin of tri-
als (Fig. 1B2). Thus, removing trials with slow RTs is not a successful
strategy for eliminating partial errors. The present findings thus have
the general implication that partial errors appear to be significant
neurocognitive events that are qualitatively distinct from both pure cor-
rect responses and full errors. Partial errors are likely present in awide va-
riety of cognitive tasks, but without recording EMG or using force-grips,
partial errors cannot be identified and are included with pure correct
trials. Thus, identifying and removing mixed correct trials will lead to
cleaner estimates of brain activity underlying successful and erroneous
task performance in all cognitive tasks.
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